Vocabulary List #48 (Medieval Pd.)

Name: __________________________________ Date of Test: ____________

Explore each word below, beginning with its definition and that of any stems. Then find at least two synonyms and two antonyms. Round out your understanding of each
by connecting it to other words that use the same stems and finding and creating TWO sentences that use the word properly, presenting solid context clues.

Definitions & Stems:
1. interpolate—v. to insert
(words) into a text or into a
conversation and alter it
inter=between
polire=to polish
2. subjugate—v. to bring
under control
sub=under
jugum= a yoke
3. replete—adj. filled
re=again
plet=fill

4. nonchalant—adj. (Fr.)
feeling or appearing casually
calm and relaxed
non=not; lack of
charloir=to have concern for
5. effusion—n. outpouring;
an act of talking or writing in
an unrestrained or heartfelt
way
eff=out
fus=pour
6. subjacent—adj. situated
below something else;
underlying
sub=under
jacere=to lie

Synonyms (2) &

Different words (3) that use

Sentences (2): Make sure each sentence clearly shows

Antonyms (2)

the same stem/s (cover all)

how to use the word through its context clues!

Definitions & Stems:
7. furtive—adj. done in a
quiet and secretive way to
avoid being noticed
fur=thief
-ive = pertaining to; tending to
8. impudence—n. not
showing due respect for
another person
im-=not or without
-ence=state or condition of
9. charlatan—n. (Fr.) a person
falsely claiming to have a
special knowledge or skill
-an=pertaining to
10. inarticulate—adj. unable
to speak distinctly or express
oneself clearly
in-=not | articulare=to
separate into joints
11. strident—adj.
characterized by harsh,
insistent, and discordant
sound
| -ent=inclined to
perform or cause
12. macabre—adj. (Fr.)
disturbing and horrifying in its
depiction of death and injury
danse macabre=dance of
death

Synonyms (2) &

Different words (3) that use

Sentences (2): Make sure each sentence clearly shows

Antonyms (2)

the same stem/s (cover all)

how to use the word through its context clues!

